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I.

Schedule: May 5th 8AM to 2PM. Traffic objectives may be started at
6PM May 4th.

II.

Goal: Exercise ARES readiness of agency installations, ARES Mutual Aid
Teams and other ARES stations in partnership with Texas ARMY MARS
and RACES organizations in an RF-only exercise.

III.

Scenario:
A large solar storm has occurred resulting in widespread power outages
and a failure of the Internet and cellular networks. Two days have
passed since the solar storm allowing for restored HF conditions but RFonly conditions persist. Providing situational awareness to the state
operation center from all areas is critical.

IV.

Digital Strategy:
With the Internet outage, digital communications becomes considerably
more complicated. (You may benefit from reviewing charts from the
2011 Winlink webinar if you find this section confusing:
http://www.arrlstx.org/vault_area/vault_gateway/doc_repository/public_docs/2011%20Winlink%20webinar.pdf)
For this exercise, the N5TW RMS PACTOR HF station will be run with a
program called RMS Relay that will allow station operation using a local
database instead of routing messages through the Internet. The N5TW
Winlink station will act as a central hub for all of Texas. (Normally, RMS
PACTOR HF stations are NEVER run with RMS Relay to prevent mail from
being stranded at a station when others are available.) It is anticipated
that two HF RMS PACTOR stations will be run at N5TW to increase the
effective HF bandwidth which will be critical. The three N5TW RMS
Packet stations will be used by the State Operation Center (SOC) and
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other local stations to preserve HF Bandwidth for stations outside the
area.
Areas outside the N5TW VHF RMS Packet range will have to make
provisions for digital traffic local to their areas and arrange to forward
any traffic addressed outside the local area to the N5TW station. Five
different approaches are outlined below. These approaches to
forwarding include 2 methods by HF PACTOR, one each by WINMOR, by
partnering with a MARS station, or by voice to a liaison station able to
forward traffic to the N5TW station for you.
Note: Since there will be no Internet, local RMS Packet stations will only
be able to be used with RMS Relay set for “no Internet operation” and
any mail sent to such a station will be stuck there except when explicitly
forwarded out of the area. Care should be taken to organize regional
hubs where all local mail can be directed through a single RMS Packet /
RMS Relay station where possible to avoid islands of isolated mail.
RMS Packet stations using RMS Relay and equipped with PACTOR III
TNCs will be able to connect with N5TW’s RMS PACTOR station(s) to
automatically route outside traffic in and out. This is normally the most
effective approach but the extra time to forward local only traffic may
require too much bandwidth in this RF only exercise where we are
constrained with only one RMS PACTOR server. Forwarding only outside
traffic manually is preferred if there is considerable local only traffic.
A second alternative for forwarding traffic outside the local hub is to
establish local liaison stations with PACTOR capability that can be used
to forward traffic to N5TW. We would ask that any such stations poll
N5TW for replies very sparingly to preserve the limited bandwidth.
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A third alternative for forwarding traffic outside the local hub is to
establish local liaison stations with WINMOR (Winlink HF sound card
mode) capability that can be used to forward traffic to a WINMORequipped station in central Texas. Stations would list traffic on the HF
exercise voice net and be sent off to a suitable digital frequency to pass
point-to-point WINMOR traffic. The central Texas station would
forward the message via VHF RMS Packet to avoid using HF bandwidth.
These stations will periodically check for reply traffic and will list this
traffic on the HF Exercise voice net. We will insure that multiple
WINMOR-equipped central Texas stations participate in the exercise.
Alternatives 1-3 are detailed in Appendix A and B.
A fourth alternative for forwarding traffic outside the local hub is to
team with a MARS portable station. MARS stations will be able to pass
traffic directly to the MARS station at the SOC, to a MARS central Texas
liaison station capable of sending the traffic to N5TW via RMS Packet, or
to the N5TW RMS PACTOR stations directly using their amateur call.
A fifth way to forward traffic is to use voice to pass traffic to a liaison
station with digital capability. This is a slow, error prone alternative that
should be used only as a last resort. See appendix D for formatting.
George Fletcher AD5CQ contributed pictorial diagrams to help visualize
digital strategy alternatives and these are included in Appendix E.
V.

Objectives:
The following are the state-wide exercise objectives.
1. ECs are encouraged to bring up a local net per their plan and to
activate or simulate activation of local agencies where activation
is not possible. Individual member participation should be
encouraged. Exercising county Communications Response Teams
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with simulated local deployments is also encouraged. (Consider
deploying these teams to areas needing assistance with digital
communications outside your area.) Establishing liaisons to other
participating areas and organizations is also encouraged.
2. Each county is to send an ICS-213 form with simulated situational
awareness to the State Operation Center (SOC) via their Disaster
District Center (DDC) if their DDC is participating and able to send
digital traffic without the Internet. If the DDC is not able to
handle the traffic, it should be sent to the SOC directly. The SOC
will be using KF5EGJ@winlink.org for amateur-sent Winlink traffic.
(See http://www.txdps.state.tx.us/dem/stateLocalOrganizations.htm for background
information on protocols for local organizations to communicate
with the state during emergencies.)
3. Each county must receive a reply back from the SOC during the
exercise to meet this objective. Please copy your Section
Emergency Coordinator (SEC) on all traffic. It is not expected that
the SEC will receive this traffic during the exercise. SEC email
addresses:
North Texas: N5TIM@Winlink.org
South Texas: N5TW-1@Winlink.org
West Texas: WB5EKW@Winlink.org
This traffic may be sent beginning at 6PM May 4th.
4. Coordinate with other Emergency Coordinators (ECs), District
Emergency Coordinators (DECs) and MARS members to insure
digital communications at the local and HF level as outlined in the
digital strategy. Areas needing MARS or other outside assistance
for digital communications should make those requests known to
their DEC. Any requirements for outside-the-district assistance
5
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should be communicated by the DECs to the SEC as called for in
the Section Emergency Communications Plan. For this exercise,
these requests should be coordinated well in advance of the
exercise.
5. Each county is asked to establish an HF liaison who is expected to
check in and monitor the Texas HF Exercise net and handle any
expected traffic.
VI.

HF Voice operations:
The Texas Exercise net will operate on 7285 KHz from 8AM to 2PM.
Unlike other recent exercises, we will limit check-ins and not ask for the
lengthy check-in information to allow for the significant exercise-related
traffic anticipated. Check-ins will be taken for liaison stations and
stations wishing to list digital traffic. Suggested procedures for handling
digital traffic are described in Appendix A.
The 7290 Traffic net will be operating from 8AM until 2PM to take NTS
formatted traffic. While digital traffic is much preferred, a procedure to
send ICS-213 traffic wrapped in the NTS format and then converted back
to ICS-213 for digital relay is described in Appendix D.

VII.

Saltgrass and Armadillo Intertie networks
The Saltgrass and Armadillo Intertie networks are being made available
for this exercise as it is in actual emergencies and will be operating in an
RF-only configuration. (All Internet linkages will be disabled.) A net
control for these networks will be established and local groups with
access to these are encouraged to establish liaisons with this net.
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VIII.

After Action Reports
Each EC for participating groups will be expected to submit an after
action report. Reports should contain the following information:
1. Name of county participating
2. Number of participants
3. Agencies participating
4. Were you able to submit an ICS-213 to the SOC?
5. SOC ICS-213 reply received?
6. HF Exercise net liaison established?
7. Liaison to Saltgrass or Armadillo networks established? (N/A if no
local coverage in your area.)
8. Summary of local operation
9. What went well?
10. What did not go well?
11. Lessons learned
12. Suggestions for future exercises

IX.

Safety:
Safety will be the prime objective in this exercise. Deploying members
should exercise special care in erecting antennas especially in areas with
exposure to the public. Exercise caution with generators including
proper grounding, fuel storage and fire safety.

X.

Notes:
ICS-213 Forms should be edited and saved in a format to minimize size
to improve transmission speed. Editing with Wordpad and saving in RTF
(Rich Text Format) results in a file around 4KB versus 50KB for Word.
Simple plain text versions of ICS-213s are especially efficient and
acceptable. Keeping these forms small is CRITICAL to the success of this
exercise!
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Appendix A: South Texas RF Only Digital Message Operating Procedure
PURPOSE: Facilitate maximum effective use of limited bandwidth during periods of operation
where the Internet is unavailable and all links are by amateur radio RF pathways only.
REQUIREMENTS: This is a system level document. Individual hardware and software
requirements vary based on the specific application within the overall system.
PROCESS REQUIREMENTS: Locations where significant local traffic is expected should
develop an appropriate VHF/UHF packet radio capability and utilize a dedicated location
operating with RMS Relay to provide local hubbing of email traffic. Additionally, there should be
one or more stations equipped with both packet and HF Pactor III capability for long-haul
connections to other similarly equipped hubbing locations.
TERMS:
Relay point – a station running the combination of RMS Pactor, RMS Relay, and RMS
Packet for purposes of acting as an email server in the absence of an Internet
connection.
Designated HF Relay Station – a station that can send and receive email traffic via HF
radio. Pactor II is a minimum requirement for this station and it is strongly desired that
this be a Pactor III equipped station. If external traffic is relatively light, a WINMOR filing
station may be used instead.
WINMOR filing station – a station that can send and receive WINMOR (sound card)
messages on HF radio and also contact a relay point via VHF packet for purposes of refiling a peer-to-peer message received on HF with the relay point.
REFERENCES:
South Texas Direct Digital Operating Procedure
South Texas HF Relay Operating Procedure
APPLICATION SCENARIOS:
1. Down Range Deployment. This is a Type I Mutual Assistance Team and will have local
hubbing capability for a VHF/UHF RMS Packet node running RMS Relay. It is expected
to have minimal local traffic and will need to make regular connections via HF Pactor to
the Relay Point to process message traffic in both directions. Generally traffic
management is not required unless there is a large amount of local traffic on the
VHF/UHF connection.
2. Local EOC Deployment. This is in a larger area with perhaps several stations
processing local email via VHF/UHF. A Type I Mutual Assistance Team is preferred due
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to the increased bandwidth with Pactor, but may be served by a Type II Team if there is
relatively little traffic into and out of the area. There should be a Designated HF Relay
station here.
3. DDC Support Deployment. This is similar to the Local EOC Deployment except it is
within VHF/UHF range of the DDC and can establish a link with them via the local RMS
Packet node. The amount of HF traffic sent through the Designated HF Relay Station
will depend on the link available between the DDC and the SOC. It will be higher if the
DDC does not have a direct link, possibly substantially higher.
PROCESS SUMMARY:
1. Set up a hubbing location running RMS Relay with RMS Packet to allow local users
access to email processing. Email must be restricted to other users who can access the
same RMS Packet node in order to interchange local emails. This can link local EOCs,
hospitals, shelters, etc. with email capability.
2. Make sure that users understand that ONLY local email addresses are useful.
3. Designate one or more stations equipped with HF capability (preferably Pactor III) as a
Designated HF Relay Station to send and receive out-of-area email.
4. All local email with an out-of-area recipient must be sent manually to the Designated HF
Relay Station to forward such traffic.
5. All replies are routed by the Designated HF Relay Station back to the originator via RMS
Packet.
6. Local stations operate Winlink normally through the hubbing RMS Packet station.
7. Out-of-area traffic is processed by the Designated HF Relay Station.
8. For areas with light out-of-area traffic requirements, or if there is no alternative, a
WINMOR Filing Station may be used instead of the Designated HF Relay Station.
PROCESS DETAIL:
1. This process applies only in the event of an Internet outage over a wide area where the
normal use of Winlink is not possible.
2. With the RF Only scenario described here, bandwidth will be at a premium at the Relay
Point. It is essential that the local group develop email management processes that
restrict the use of local email from being sent out of the area.
3. A local station (preferably one that can run more than one VHF/UHF channel) is
designated to run RMS Relay. This provides a local hubbing capability for all stations
that can connect with it. If bandwidth is an issue, limit or eliminate digipeating into the
station or consider adding more frequencies to increase the number of available
channels.
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4. For efficient channel use, out-of-area traffic going to and from the Relay Point should be
channeled through a minimum number of stations. Email should be pruned to the
smallest possible size and formal documents kept to a minimum where plain text will
suffice.
5. Local traffic designated to an out-of-area recipient will be sent to the Designated HF
Relay Station. See the South Texas HF Relay Operating Procedure for suggestions on
how to create the messages.
6. The Designated HF Relay Station will create a new email to be sent to the Relay Point
for processing.
7. That station will also retrieve any incoming messages. These messages will be then
forwarded to the appropriate local user via RMS Packet email.
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Appendix B: South Texas HF Relay Operating Procedure
PURPOSE: Facilitate the exchange of email messages without the Internet.
REQUIREMENTS: HF Radio, computer running RMS Express in WINMOR (sound card) mode,
sound card interface.
PROCESS REQUIREMENTS: RMS Relay offers a local database hubbing operation where all
stations connecting with the station hosting RMS Relay may exchange email messages. This
operates independently of the Internet. However, ALL stations MUST contact the single host
computer in order to deposit and retrieve email messages. Contacts may be made directly
using VHF packet or HF Pactor connections.
TERMS:
Relay point – a station running the combination of RMS Pactor, RMS Relay, and RMS
Packet for purposes of acting as an email server in the absence of an Internet
connection.
WINMOR filing station – a station that can send and receive WINMOR (sound card)
messages on HF radio and also contact a relay point via VHF packet for purposes of refiling a peer to peer message received on HF with the relay point.
REFERENCES:
South Texas Direct Digital Operating Procedure
PROCESS SUMMARY:
1. A single station must be designated to run RMS Relay. For wide coverage, the station
must be running HF with RMS Pactor. For local email and for operating as a Relay Point
the station must also run RMS Packet.
2. N5TW is the designated Relay Point station for South Texas.
3. N5TW operation is on HF bands and with three local VHF nodes connected.
4. WINMOR Filing Stations must be within the VHF coverage area of N5TW and have HF
capability using WINMOR with RMS Express in peer-to-peer mode.
5. These WINMOR Filing Stations will accept peer-to-peer messages on HF using
WINMOR and relay them to N5TW as email messages.
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6. They will receive replies through N5TW on VHF and relay them back to the originating
station on HF.

PROCESS DETAIL:
1. N5TW will maintain HF Pactor operation for a direct connection on HF to those stations
equipped with Pactor modems. The three existing RMS Packet nodes will also remain
online. All nodes are linked via RMS Relay when the Internet is not functional.
2. Various local stations in the Georgetown area that have both VHF packet and WINMOR
capability will serve as intermediaries for WINMOR equipped stations outside of the local
area. Note that normal Pactor Winlink connections on HF are preferred, but many more
stations can operate a soundcard mode than have access to the SCS modem. These
WINMOR filing stations will be checking in to the state ARES net, or other HF nets, as
appropriate to the event.
3. See the South Texas Direct Digital Operating Procedure for instructions on sending
peer-to-peer messages.
4. In creating the peer-to-peer message, insert the actual email addresses at the top of the
message itself, NOT in the address line. While the peer-to-peer message can only go to
a single station, the email message that will be filed can be sent to multiple addressees.
The “To:” in the message must be the WINMOR filing station you will contact to send the
message. REMEMBER, however, that ONLY stations that can contact the RMS Relay
server at N5TW will be able to retrieve the message! Do NOT use this to send an email
address outside of the local area.
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Step 4 – Create Peer-to-Peer Message with address information
5. File this message using the South Texas Direct Digital Operating Procedure.
6. The WINMOR filing station will create a new email message from this information.
Address it to W5TSN with copies to N5TW and NQ5L.
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Step 6 – Create the email message from the message you receive
7. The WINMOR filing station sends this message to N5TW using VHF packet.
8. WINMOR filing stations must connect to N5TW via VHF packet on a regular basis to pick
up any return messages. Following standard Winlink message voice management
protocols, stations within VHF range should notify other stations of pending email traffic
that the file. This will expedite the process of relaying messages through N5TW.
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Appendix C: South Texas Direct Digital Operating Procedure
PURPOSE: Facilitate direct interchange of digital messages when an Internet connection is not
available.
REQUIREMENTS: HF Radio, computer running RMS Express in either WINMOR (sound card)
or Pactor mode, Pactor modem or sound card interface.
PROCESS REQUIREMENTS: Direct connection, or peer-to-peer, data transfers take
considerable coordination between the two stations. Coordination will normally take place on
voice channels and through an existing net. The actual data interchange takes place on a
different frequency, requiring substantial frequency shifts between the data operation and the
voice coordination.
PROCESS SUMMARY:
1. Coordination of digital traffic should be done on a traffic net that is separate from other
nets.
2. List the digital traffic with the net control station giving destination and mode of transfer
(WINMOR or Pactor).
3. Net control locates a suitable receiving station. Both stations must be able to hear each
other on a voice frequency. The first step is to move the two stations passing traffic off
the main net frequency along with a third station to act as NCS for the traffic net, if not
already established.
4. After moving to the traffic net on a voice frequency, the stations passing traffic are
directed to a suitable frequency to pass their traffic in peer-to-peer mode. See the
Section ARES Plan for the recommended frequency.
5. The stations exchange the traffic on the different frequency.
6. When the traffic exchange is complete, or when efforts to complete the exchange are
unsuccessful, both stations return to the net and check in again with the traffic net
control station. Both stations should report the results to NCS. Generally, if a traffic
quality connection has not been completed within 10 minutes, the attempt should be
stopped and both stations return to the traffic net. Note that a long message may not be
completed so the RMS Express windows should be monitored. If the traffic is moving,
then do not abort it just because of the 10 minute rule.
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PROCESS DETAIL:
1. The following assumes that there is a traffic net already established on another
frequency and operational. If not, the regular NCS should establish a traffic net on a
different frequency to facilitate the interchange.
2. At an appropriate lull in the net activity, simply state your call sign. “NQ5L” for example.
That should be sufficient to get the net control station’s attention. If you need to make a
longer statement, then “Net. This is NQ5L” is an acceptable alternative. Only if your
traffic is of an emergency nature should you break in to the net. In that case, simply say
“Break, break” and wait for the NCS to respond.
3. When you are recognized by the NCS, list your traffic giving the priority (routine, priority,
or emergency), the destination (either for an individual, an organization, or a general
location), and the desired mode of sending it (WINMOR or Pactor II, or III). (Pactor I is
slower than WINMOR generally and should only be used if there is no other alternative).
Example:
ME:

NQ5L

NCS:

NQ5L, Go ahead

ME:

One routine for Williamson County EOC. Send by PACTOR.
Over

NCS:

Roger. Williamson County EOC. Can you take one routine by
PACTOR? Over

WILCO EOC:

Yes. Over

NCS:

NQ5L and WILCO EOC, QSY to the traffic net on 3770 and
pass your traffic.

NQ5L:

Roger. NQ5L QSY to 3770. Out.

WILCO EOC:

Roger. K1LGJ QSY to 3770. Out

Both stations move to a traffic net on a different frequency. This is due to the
complexity of coordinating digital traffic by voice. Dual VFOs are a major asset
for this process
Both stations should check into the traffic net, with NQ5L listing his traffic for
K1LGJ. We’ll pick up the example after check-in is complete.
NCS:

K1LGJ, are you ready to receive WINMOR traffic?
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WILCO EOC:

Roger. Over

NCS:

K1LGJ, are you using an SSID suffix with your call? Over

WILCO EOC:

Negative. Over

NCS:

K1LGJ. QSY to 3591.5 dial and receive traffic from NQ5L.
Return to this frequency when complete, or after 10 minutes if
not successful. Over

WILCO EOC:

Wilco. K1LGJ Out

NCS:

NQ5L, QSY to 3591.5 dial and send your traffic to K1LGJ, no
SSID suffix. Return to this frequency after the traffic is
completed, or after 10 minutes if not successful. Over

ME:

Wilco. NQ5L Out

4. The frequency above is a recommended frequency from the Section ARES Plan. While
the allowed frequency range under FCC rules is wider, it is good practice, and courteous
to other users, to stick with the ARRL recognized band plan. The Plan recommended
frequencies should be the first choice. Specific sub-bands are noted below as preferred.
The traffic NCS station should take steps to understand what frequencies are open if the
Plan recommendations are occupied.
5. Operation for peer-to-peer is similar to regular RMS Express operations. First, the
message must be generated as a Peer-to-Peer message. The screen shot below shows
such a message. Note the radio button at the top to select it as a peer-to-peer message.
Also note that cc’s are not allowed. The program will allow addressing to multiple
addressees, but this is not recommended practice. Each message should be addressed
to only one call sign at a time.
6. When the message is completed and any attachments have been attached, click on
Post to Outbox. Make sure to minimize the size of any attachments.
7. Start a Peer-to-Peer session. The screen shots below show the process for a Pactor
connection. The process is the same with WINMOR. You will need to enter the callsign
of the other station (see the net dialog above). In our example, NQ5L is used as the
callsign for both stations. That would not be the normal case. It is essential that any
SSID suffixes (the -1, -2, -3, etc. used after a call sign) be included. It is recommended
to not use suffixes for HF WINMOR operation.
8. Once the session starts, you will need to enter two pieces of information before initiating
the connection: the callsign of the other station and the CENTER frequency of the
channel being used. As you know, the standard practice in digital communications is to
enter the center frequency. Your dial frequency will be 1.5 kHz LOWER. RMS Express
makes the calculation for you, but it is vital to making a connection to get this correct.
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Step 4 - Message Creation in RMS Express
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STEP 7 – Enter call sign and CENTER frequency
9. The last step is to click on Start and let the computer, radio, and modem/sound card take
over and do the heavy lifting of getting your message through. Since the radio on the
other end isn’t scanning, the connection should occur faster than a normal Pactor or
WINMOR session. As always, listen before transmitting and during the interchange.
The radio’s tones will give you a clue as to what is going on if you have trouble
connecting.
10. The last screen shot below is for a successful connection. You can see the normal
progression of a Winlink email connection except without the information about the RMS
server since none is involved.
11. At this point, when your traffic is complete, return to the voice net, check back in at an
appropriate lull in other traffic, and let net control know that you successfully passed your
traffic.
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STEP 9 – Normal Peer to Peer Transfer
12. This document is written primarily for RMS Express users. The Pactor Peer-to-Peer
modes are compatible with Airmail so that it is not essential to use RMS Express on both
ends of the link. However, Airmail does not support WINMOR. Standardizing on RMS
Express is encouraged so that essentially the same training can be used with soundcard
and SCS modem-equipped stations.
13. Recommended frequency ranges are 3571.5 to 3601.5 kHz center (3570 to 3600 kHz
dial), 7081.5 to 7126.5 kHz center (7080 to 7125 kHz dial), and 10,131.5 to 10,141.5
kHz center (10,130 to 10,140 kHz dial). Frequencies should be chosen according to
propagation conditions and distance to be covered. Higher bands (20M and above) are
more likely to support long-range communications where Internet service is unaffected.
If peer-to-peer operation is needed on other bands, then the ARRL band plan should be
consulted.
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GENERAL NOTES:
1. Coordination of passing the digital traffic on a different frequency than the voice net
makes this process difficult. If the connection goes smoothly, it’s OK. If not, then you
have to both QSY back to a voice frequency to determine how to proceed.
Nevertheless, the process will work with patience.
2. Given the speed of WINMOR, messages should be kept as short as possible. Only plain
text should be sent, as is true of all Winlink messages. Do not use HTML, fancy fonts,
etc. Unless your customer requires a formal ICS-213 form, do not use them. You can
summarize the same information from the ICS-213 in a far smaller message than the
smallest attachment.
3. If an ICS-213 must be sent, prepare a cover message and include the ICS-213 as an
attachment. Steps must be taken to reduce the size of the attachment as much as
possible. The practical limit is around 10K unless extraordinary circumstances
absolutely require a larger message.
DEDICATED DIGITAL STATION(S):
1. If there is an expected large amount of digital traffic, and if the resources are available,
the traffic net NCS can assign dedicated stations to stay on the digital frequency.
2. This would be particularly applicable when there is a need for a large amount of traffic
into a specific location such as required for using HF Relay into a central relay point
station.
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Appendix D: Sending ICS-213 Messages via the National Traffic System
Sending ICS-213 messages via voice should be done only if other means
are not available. This process will involve converting the original ICS213 message to ARRL NTS format which will be sent by voice to a
receiving station with digital capabilities. This receiving station will
convert the received NTS message back to ICS-213 format and then
deliver the message digitally.
For this process, messages should be kept brief. Traffic over the normal
25 word NTS limit will be accepted during the exercise or emergency
traffic but should be limited to less than 25 words for other practice
sessions.
On the next page is an example ICS-213 message to be sent and the
page after has the message after converting it to NTS format. Normally,
the NTS nets will not accept a message without a phone number but in
this exercise, phones are not operational and we have substituted the
SOC Winlink address. The first word inserted into the text is the
keyword “ICS213” to alert the receiver this is a converted ICS-213 form.
The ICS-213 subject line is inserted into the NTS text with the preamble:
SUBJECT. The message receiver will take this sentence after SUBJECT
and use it in the “to be delivered” ICS-213 form. Note that we took the
ICS-213 time and date and used those for the NTS message fields. Insert
the routing for any reply with the signature – in this case “Via WA5VBP
7290 voice”.
The next couple of pages show how an ICS-213 reply is handled. Rather
than resend the entire form, we begin the text with the key phrase:
“ICS213 REPLY REF NR 238 X”
This tells the receiver this is a reply and gives a tag back to the original
message.
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ICS-213 Message to be sent:
GENERAL MESSAGE
TO:

KEVIN LEMON

POSITION:

STATE RADIO OFFICER

POSITION:

IC VICTORIA OEM

Texas Department of Public Safety
5805 North Lamar Blvd.
Austin, Texas 78752-4422
KF5EGJ@WINLINK.ORG
FROM: FRED FREELOADER
123 ABC WAY VICTORIA, TX 78812
SUBJECT: Exercise SITREP

DATE: MAY 5, 2012

TIME:

0818AM CDT

MESSAGE:
COUNTYWIDE POWER, PHONE AND INTERNET OUTAGE. HOSPITALS AND EOC ON EMERGENCY POWER. ONLY
OUTSIDE COMMUNICATIONS VIA AMATEUR RADIO. WILL NEED DIESEL RESUPPLY BEFORE MAY 8 TH.

SIGNATURE: FRED FREELOADER

POSITION: IC GALVESTON OEM

REPLY:

DATE:

TIME:

SIGNATURE/POSITION:
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ICS-213 Message converted to ARRL NTS Format
238

P

E

WA5VBP

33

To:
Name:
Kevin Lemon TX RACES Radio Chief
Texas Department of Public Safety
Street Address:
5805 North Lamar Blvd.
City, State, TX Zip: Austin, Texas 78752-4422

818AMC May 5
DT
2012
This Radio Message was received at:
Amateur Station:
Name:
Street Address:
City, State, TX Zip:
Victoria TX

Telephone: kf5egj at winlink dot org
ICS213 Subject Exercise SITREP X
Text:
Countywide power phone and internet
outage X hospitals and EOC
on emergency power X Only
outside communications via Amateur radio
X Will need diesel resupply
before May 8
Fred Freeloader IC Victoria OEM 123 ABC WAY Victoria, TX 78812
Signature:
Via WA5VBP 7290 voice
DATE

FROM
TIME

TO

REC'D

SENT
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ICS-213 Message reply:
GENERAL MESSAGE
TO:

KEVIN LEMON

POSITION:

STATE RADIO OFFICER

POSITION:

IC VICTORIA OEM

Texas Department of Public Safety
5805 North Lamar Blvd.
Austin, Texas 78752-4422
KF5EGJ@WINLINK.ORG
FROM: FRED FREELOADER
123 ABC WAY VICTORIA, TX 78812
SUBJECT: Exercise SITREP

DATE: MAY 5, 2012 TIME:

0818AM CDT

MESSAGE:
COUNTYWIDE POWER, PHONE AND INTERNET OUTAGE. HOSPITALS AND EOC ON EMERGENCY
POWER. ONLY OUTSIDE COMMUNICATIONS VIA AMATEUR RADIO. WILL NEED DIESEL RESUPPLY
BEFORE MAY 8TH.

SIGNATURE: FRED FREELOADER

POSITION: IC GALVESTON OEM

REPLY:
EXERCISE EXPECT DIESEL SUPPLY TRUCK MAY 7TH BEFORE NOON. OUTAGES ARE STATEWIDE.

DATE:

TIME:

SIGNATURE/POSITION:

MAY 5, 2012

10:00AM

KEVIN LEMON/TEXAS RADIO OFFICER
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ICS-213 Message with reply converted to ARRL NTS Format
175

P

E NQ5L

19

Georgetown TX

1001AM May 5
CDT
2012

This Radio Message was received at:

To:

Amateur Station:
Name:
Street Address:
City, State, TX Zip:

Name:
Fred Freeloader
Street Address:
123 ABC Way
City, State, TX Zip: Victoria, Texas 78812
Telephone: N/A Via WA5VBP 7285 voice
ICS213 REPLY REF NR 238
Text:
EXERCISE X EXPECT DIESEL SUPPLY
TRUCK MAY 7 BEFORE NOON
X OUTAGE AREA STATEWIDE

KEVIN LEMON STATE RADIO OFFICER

Signature:

DATE

REC'D

FROM
TIME

TO

SENT
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Appendix E: Digital connection alternatives schematic diagrams.
These diagrams were created by George Fletcher AD5CQ to help him understand
the various digital connection strategies. This appendix is included as an aid in
understanding the exercise digital strategy and approaches.
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